GUIDE FOR CITY AND COUNTY GOVERNMENTS
Learn more: purestorage.com

SIMPLE, AFFORDABLE ALL-FLASH
STORAGE FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENTS.
Store public data securely, deploy
personalized services rapidly.
Constituents in communities everywhere are
seeking greater access to online services
and information. The resulting expansion of public
and private data has created unprecedented
challenges for budget and time-strapped IT teams.
Is your storage technology doing what it can to
meet this growing demand for community services?
Or is it doing all it can just to keep up? Pure Storage
understands the challenges you face—and why
traditional disk-based storage solutions will not
solve them.

Use this guide as a quick reference
to the real-world benefits of the
Pure Storage FlashArray.

To learn more visit purestorage.com
or call (800) 379-PURE to discuss
the unique needs of your city or
county government.

PURE IS STORAGE FOR BIG
CITIES AND SMALL TOWNS
Pure Storage FlashArray assures
the continuous availability of online
services—regardless of the size of your
community—while reducing operational
costs and simplifying IT:
• Protect your constituents by ensuring ready
access to vital services
• Save time and effort to maximize existing
technology investments
• Maintain secure performance to protect the
privacy of citizen data

STORAGE MADE SIMPLE
Contract Vehicles include:
• NASPO ValuePoint (formerly WSCA)
• DIR

PURE FACT:

A county in Michigan deploys Pure Storage for 55%
cost savings and 8:1 data reduction.

• CMAS

The 3 ways Pure Storage FlashArray helps
local governments thrive.

SIMPLIFIES IT with storage that

ACCELERATES access to (and

REDUCES the costs and complexity

drives improved availability of
online services:

delivery of) IT services through high
performance future-proof storage:

of IT processes with a significantly
smaller storage footprint:

• 99.999% availability ensures 24/7-access to
public services

• All-Flash storage delivers a dramatic improvement
in application performance over disk

• 5-10x more efficient than disk, and with lower
power requirements

• Simplicity and ease of management allows for
greater innovation

• Responsiveness helps local governments meet
project timelines

• Reduces overhead without compromising
quality-of-services

• Controller upgrades included in maintenance
every 3 years

• Enables the launch of apps from a single,
powerful storage platform

• Fewer data migrations means lower risk
of lost data

• Ongoing maintenance and support for
all components, including flash

• Future-proof Forever Flash program eliminates
forklift upgrades

• Unparalleled support helps IT teams solve
challenges quickly

• Eliminates the need for downtime and
forklift upgrades

• Non-disruptive performance helps
ensure compliance

LOCAL GOVERNMENTS THRIVE AND ANALYSTS RECOGNIZE: Pure Storage has earned praise
from of a growing number of thriving local governments, and ‘Leader’ recognition from the 2015
Gartner Magic Quadrant for Solid-State Arrays for the second consecutive year.

Learn how local governments can accelerate storage performance
while decreasing costs and complexity. Visit purestorage.com or call
(800) 379-PURE to discuss the unique storage needs of your agency.
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